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Which are the most important skills for 

reading comprehension ?

 Children typically begin first grade with a 6,000 

word spoken vocabulary.

 Word recognition and vocabulary are essential 

skills for struggling readers.

 Research has shown that after decoding skills, a 

child’s vocabulary is one of the most important 

factors in fluent and easy reading.



Symptoms of Difficulty in Processing 

Oral Language 

Children with reading and listening comprehension

problems but normal decoding skills have a

general working memory deficit (Oakhill, 1998).

The temporary nature of the speech signals

places demands on the listeners working memory.

Listeners must process the speech signals, relate

what they are hearing to what they already heard

and in the same time organize all the information.



Symptoms of difficulty in processing oral 

language (cont’d)

 Individuals may not understand jokes.

 Individuals may not understand concepts of 
cause and effect.

 Individuals may not respond to explanations 
given in language.



Symptoms of difficulty in processing oral 

language (cont’d)

 Individuals may ask and re ask questions 

that have already been answered

 Individuals may not grasp the main idea or 

inferences

 Individuals may have weakness in auditory 

memory and following directions.





Techniques to order and comprehend the 

information and concepts presented by words

Visualizing and Verbalizing once developed 

enables the individual to:

1. Image parts and gestalts from oral and written 
language

2. Recall and relate the imaged gestalts

3. Reorganize and verbalize concepts, using the 
gestalt as a reasoning foundation.



What is the Visualizing and 

Verbalizing program? 

The Visualizing and Verbalizing (V/V) program

develops concept imagery the ability to create an

imaged gestalt from language as a basis for 

comprehension and higher order thinking. 

The development of concept imagery improves 

reading and listening comprehension, memory,

oral vocabulary, critical thinking, and writing. 

The brain uses imagery to comprehend and 

Interpret oral and written language





Dual Coding Theory 

The principles of V/V align with the Dual Coding Theory by

Allan Paivio

 The theory assumes that cognition involves the activity 

of two qualitatively different mental codes: 

 A verbal code specialized for dealing with language in all 

its forms 

 And a nonverbal code specialized for dealing with 

nonlinguistic objects and events in the form of mental 

images. 





Two-Sided Coin of Imagery: 

Parts and Wholes 

Imagery is needed for processing language, but not all 

imagery is the same. There is imagery for symbols and

imagery for concepts parts and wholes and there are 

differences in the ability to access each of these specific 

types of imagery.

Two types of imagery related to processing language: 

 Concept Imagery: for processing wholes 

 Symbol Imagery: for processing parts 

The development of concept imagery is the explicit 

purpose of V/V. 





 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
BHeShGQqh8Y



Imagery for Oral Vocabulary

 Oral vocabulary is necessary for 

comprehension, but it is not sufficient—many 

V/V students have adequate vocabulary, yet 

language goes in one ear and out the other.

 Weakness in imagery is a contributing factor to 

weak oral vocabulary.

 V/V instruction develops the underlying and 

necessary imagery skills to garner oral 

vocabulary.





Scope and Sequence

 The Climate 

 Picture to Picture

 Word Imaging

 Single Sentence Imaging

 Sentence by Sentence Imaging from Oral and Written 

Language

 Sentence by Sentence with Higher Order Thinking 

Skills

 Multiple Sentence Imaging

 Whole Paragraph Imaging

 Paragraph by Paragraph Imaging with Higher Order 

Thinking 







Structure Words

 gross: what  size  color  number  shape  

where

 Fine: movement  mood  background  

perspective  hen  sound.



Picture to Picture 

Goal: Strengthen verbalization and to increase the length

and complexity of the students expressive language. 

Lesson Summary: 

 Student describes a given picture. 

 Teacher questions with choice and contrast. 

 Student touches and verbalizes each structure word. 

 Teacher summarizes, saying, Your words made me 

picture 

 Teacher looks at the picture. 

 Teacher and student compare summary to the picture. 



“We cannot think about something of

which we are not consciously aware, and 

we cannot be aware of something not

perceived sufficiently at the sensory level

to come to consciousness.”

~ Karl Pribram, Brain and Perception



Drive the Sensory Bus
Concept Imagery

“I see...”

Teacher Student
Your language activates sensory input for concept imagery. 

“What do you picture for,

‘The black and white cat’?”



Word Imaging 

Goal: To develop the students ability to visualize and 

verbalize the smallest unit of language a word. 

Lesson: Known Noun Imaging 

 Teacher says a known noun and asks student to 

picture it. 

 Student verbalizes his/her imagery. 

 Teacher questions with choice and contrast to develop 

and extend students imagery, What are you picturing 

for ? 

 Student checks through structure words for details. 

 Teacher summarizes, Your words made me picture 

 Teacher looks for signs that student is visualizing. 



Single Sentence Imaging

Goal: To develop the students ability to visualize and 

verbalize a single sentence. 

Lesson Summary: 

 Teacher creates a simple sentence using the known 

noun just visualized and verbalized in the Word 

Imaging step. 

 Teacher questions with choice and contrast to help 

student develop detailed, vivid imagery and 

verbalization looking for signs the student is imaging. 

 Student checks through the structure words for detailed 

imagery and re-verbalizes. 

 Teacher summarizes, Your words made me picture 



Sentence by Sentence Imaging 

Goal: To develop the students ability to visualize and 

verbalize an imaged gestalt from oral and written 

language. 

Lesson Summary: 

 Teacher reads the first sentence to the student. 

 Student places a colored square for his/her sentence-

imagery, and then visualize and verbalizes the 

sentence. 

 Teacher questions with choice and contrast, keeping 

in mind importance of questioning to the gestalt. 



Sentence by Sentence Imaging

 Student checks through the structure words to develop 

detailed imagery for the first sentence only. 

 Teacher reads each of the following sentences and 

helps the student form a gestalt with his/her imagery.

 Student gives a picture summary by saying, Here is 

saw and quickly describing the images created for 

each sentence. 

 Students gives a word summary by verbally 

summarizing whole paragraph in his/her own words. 



"Little Archer" story from Imagine That! 

Stories

The little black and white striped archerfish

lives in a stream where twigs and leaves

hang down near the water. When the archerfish

spots a fly on a low leaf, he swims close. He

gulps a mouthful of water and then he pokes his

face out and spits at the fly. The wet fly falls into

the stream, and the hungry archerfish eats his

lunch.



Beginning the Lesson

Nanci: "Here is the first sentence in our little story: 

The little black and white striped archer fish lives in a 

stream where twigs and leaves hang down near the 

water. What do those words make you picture?" 

Getting a colored square and putting it on the table,

"This colored square is for our first sentence. Want me

To read the sentence again?"

Sofie: "Yes, please.”



Nanci: "Okay, here it is. Picture this. The little black

and white striped archerfish lives in a stream where 

twigs and leaves hang down near the water.

What do those words make you picture?"

Sofie: "I picture a black and white striped fish."

Note: This is a common type of response where

your student may just be paraphrasing rather than

imaging. She probably doesn't have a vivid image

and is just saying back the words she remembers.

Your role is to stimulate the imagery with your 

questions and interaction.



Nanci: "Good. What does that fish look like? When 

you say he is black and white striped, tell me what 

you are picturing for that." Gesturing, "What 

are you picturing for his size, little like this or

little like this?"

Sofie: Gesturing about five inches, "I see a fish

and he is little like this

Nanci: "Great. What are you picturing for his

color?"



Sofie: "He is black and white."

Nanci: "Right. The sentence said he was black and 

white striped. What ... “

Sofie: "Oh right. I can picture him with black and white 

stripes."

Nanci: "Great. What does that look like?"

Gesturing, "Are the stripes little or big and do they go

this way or that on the fish?“

Sofie: "They are the kind of stripes like a zebra has,

kind of small ... and they go around like  this;‘ gesturing.



Nanci: "Great. Let's keep going. The sentence said he 

was an archerfish. What do you picture for an 

archerfish?“

Sofie: "I don't know.“

Where did you picture the archerfish living?"

Sofie: "I don't know. The ocean?“

Nanci: "Let's see. Let me read the sentence again 

and see if there is more for you to picture, like where 

he lives. The little black and white striped archerfish 

lives in a stream where twigs and leaves hang 

down near the water. What do those words make 

you picture for where he lives?"



Sofie: "Oh. I picture him living in a stream."

Nanci: "Right. What are you picturing for that stream ..

is it like a river or a pool or ... ?"

Note: Again, I don't accept iust words but make 

sure the words turn into images for her.

Sofie: "I picture a little stream, like a little river.“

Nanci: "Great. Tell me more about what you picture

for the stream. Is the water bluish or brownish and is

It moving really fast or really slow? Tell me everything

you can."



Sofie: "I see the water sort of a green color and it is not

moving too fast. I also see some leaves and grass."

Nanci: "Great job with the stream. What do you picture the

archerfish doing in the stream? Is he swimming or

jumping in and out of the water or. .. ?“

Sofie: "I just see him swimming along in the stream. Kind 

of slow. He just lives there in the water.

Nanci: "Great. The sentence said the archerfish lives in a

stream where twigs and leaves hang down near the water.

What do you picture for the twigs and leaves?"

Note: My question focuses her imagery rather than reading



Note : my question focuses her imagery rather 

than reading her the whole sentence over, I read 

her only the part i want her to visualize.

Sofie: Looking at me directly, "I picture a little 

branch, a twig hanging over the water and it has 

some leaves on it. The branch is kind of brown and 

the leaves are green. I see trees near the stream and 

some green grass."



Nanci: "Wow. Good picturing. Let's add some more things

in our picture. Like when are you picturing this fish in the 

stream? Is it daytime or nighttime?“

Sofie: "I picture daytime."

Nanci: "What does your daytime look like? Is it sunny or 

cloudy or rainy?"

Sofie: "It is sunny. It is really bright and sunny outside.“

Nanci: "Great. What about sound in your picture,

can you hear anything?“

Sofie: "It is quiet. Well, I can hear the water in the stream

just a little."



Note

I keep the structure words in mind when I 

question for details.

I know we don't have all the details yet, but in 

order to move the lesson along, I choose to let 

them come in when she checks through the 

structure words.



Nanci: "Good picturing. Let me read the sentence 

again and let's see if we have it all pictured. The little

black and white striped archerfish lives in a stream

where twigs and leaves hang down near the water.

Did we get it all?“

Nanci: "I think we got most of it, too." Putting the

Structure words on the table, "Check through our 

Structure words and see if you can add anything 

more."



Sofie: Touching the what structure word, "Yes. I told 

you this is about a fish, an archerfish:'

Nanci: "Right! Keep going through them all."

Sofie: Turning over the what card, she touches

the size, color, and number cards, quickly reverbalizing

the detail. Then she comes to the shape card. "I didn't 

picture anything for shape."



Nanci: "Let's picture the shape of the fish. Show me 

with your hands the shape of the fish. Was it round 

like this or. .. ?"

Sofie: Tracing the outline of a fish with her finger, "No.

It is a fish shape. Like this.“

Nanci: "Right! Keep going."

Sofie: She touches the where and movement cards, 

Successfully reverbalizing the details. Then she comes to

the mood card. "Hmmrn. I didn't picture a mood, but I see

The fish as sort of happy ... just swimming along in the

stream.”



Sofie: She comes to background. "I pictured the grass 

near the stream and some trees."

Nanci: Afraid she may not have strong imagery for the

Twigs and leaves, important elements in the gestalt of

the paragraph, I say, "Right. What about the twigs and 

leaves? What did you picture for those?“

Sofie: "I pictured some branches of a tree hanging 

over the water and there are green leaves on the branches,

too.“

Sofie: Smiling, she touches the when, perspective, and 

sound cards, successfully reverbalizing the detail. "I 

pictured a lot."







Sentence by Sentence Imaging with 

Higher Order Thinking 

Goal: To develop the students higher order

thinking from an imaged gestalt.

Lesson Summary: 

 Teacher or student reads each sentence. 

 Student places a colored square for his/her 

sentence-imagery, and then visualizes and 

verbalizes each sentence. 

 Student may not need to check through the 

structure words. 



Sentence by Sentence Imaging with 

Higher Order Thinking (cont’).

 Teacher questions with choice and contrast, keeping in 

mind the importance of questioning for details as well as 

the gestalt. 

 Student gives a picture summary. 

 Student gives a word summary. 

 Teacher asks higher order thinking questions based on 

the students imagery. From all your images? 



Multiple Sentence Imaging with 

Higher Order Thinking 

Goal: To develop the students ability to visualize and 

verbalize multiple sentences of language and use the 

imaged gestalt as a base for higher order thinking. 

Lesson Summary: 

 Student visualizes and verbalizes two or three 

sentences at a time, placing one colored square for 

each chunk of imagery. 

 Student does not check through the structured words. 

 Teacher checks for relevant details and also to the 

gestalt. 



Multiple Sentence Imaging with 

Higher Order Thinking (cont’d)

 Student gives a picture summary.

 Student gives a word summary.

 Teacher asks higher order thinking 

questions based on the students imagery. 

From all your images? 


